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MAJOR TRANSACTION
JOINT VENTURE ARRANGEMENT IN RESPECT OF ACQUISITION

OF THE LAND USE RIGHTS IN XIAMEN, THE PRC

Reference is made to the announcement of the Company dated 25 April 2018, in
which Zhaoqilong, an indirect wholly-owned subsidiary of the Company, has
successfully won the bid for the auction for the land use rights of the Chengyi Land
for a total consideration of RMB2,392,000,000. The total consideration of the
Chengyi Land has been settled by Zhaoqilong as at the date of this announcement.

Reference is also made to the announcement of the Company dated 15 September
2017, in which Zhaoyuelong, an indirect wholly-owned subsidiary of the
Company, has successfully won the bid for the auction for the land use rights of
the Xingjin Land for a total consideration of RMB1,722,000,000. The total
consideration of the Xingjin Land has been settled by Zhaoyuelong as at the date
of this announcement.

THE COOPERATION AGREEMENTS

The Board is pleased to announce that on 4 July 2018:-

(a) Yi Yue, Zhaoqilong and Wuhan Real Estate entered into the Cooperation
Agreement A, pursuant to which, among other things, Yi Yue and Wuhan Real
Estate agreed to form the Joint Venture A for the acquisition of the land use
rights of the Chengyi Land, in which Yi Yue and Wuhan Real Estate shall own
51% and 49% equity interests in the Joint Venture A, respectively; and

(b) Yi Yue, Zhaoyuelong and Wuhan Real Estate entered into the Cooperation
Agreement B, pursuant to which, among other things, Yi Yue and Wuhan Real
Estate agreed to form the Joint Venture B for the acquisition of the land use
rights of the Xingjin Land, in which Yi Yue and Wuhan Real Estate shall own
49% and 51% equity interests in the Joint Venture B, respectively.
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The Joint Venture A will become an indirect subsidiary of the Company and its
financial results will be consolidated into the consolidated financial statements of
the Company. The Joint Venture B and Zhaoyuelong will become associates of the
Company and its respective financial results will not be consolidated into the
consolidated financial statements of the Company.

LISTING RULES IMPLICATIONS

As one or more of the applicable percentage ratios in respect of the transactions
contemplated under the Cooperation Agreements are more than 25% but less than
100%, the transactions contemplated under the Cooperation Agreements constitute
major transactions for the Company under Chapter 14 of the Listing Rules and are
subject to reporting, announcement, circular and shareholders’ approval
requirement. To the best of the Directors’ knowledge, information and belief, after
having made all reasonable enquiries, no Shareholder is required to abstain from
voting if the Company were to convene a general meeting for approving the
transactions contemplated under the Cooperation Agreements. A written
Shareholder’s approval dated 4 July 2018 has been obtained from Well Land
International Limited (which as at the date of this announcement held 446,336,745
issued Shares of the Company, representing approximately 60.74% of the issued
share capital of the Company) in respect of the transactions contemplated under the
Cooperation Agreements. Such written approval has been accepted in lieu of
holding a general meeting of the Company for approving the transactions
contemplated under the Cooperation Agreements. Therefore, no general meeting of
the Company will be convened for approving the transactions contemplated under
the Cooperation Agreements pursuant to Rule 14.44 of the Listing Rules.

GENERAL

A circular containing, among other things, details of the transactions contemplated
under the Cooperation Agreements and other information as required under the
Listing Rules is expected to be despatched to the Shareholders on or before 25 July
2018. If additional time is required for preparing the circular, the Company may
apply for a waiver from strict compliance of Rule 14.41(a) of the Listing Rules.

Reference is made to the announcement of the Company dated 25 April 2018, in

which Zhaoqilong, an indirect wholly-owned subsidiary of the Company, has

successfully won the bid for the auction for the land use rights of the Chengyi Land

for a total consideration of RMB2,392,000,000. The total consideration of the

Chengyi Land has been settled by Zhaoqilong as at the date of this announcement.
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Reference is also made to the announcement of the Company dated 15 September

2017, in which Zhaoyuelong, an indirect wholly-owned subsidiary of the Company,

has successfully won the bid for the auction for the land use rights of the Xingjin

Land for a total consideration of RMB1,722,000,000. The total consideration of the

Xingjin Land has been settled by Zhaoyuelong as at the date of this announcement.

The Board is pleased to announce that on 4 July 2018:-

(a) Yi Yue, Zhaoqilong and Wuhan Real Estate entered into the Cooperation

Agreement A, pursuant to which, among other things, Yi Yue and Wuhan Real

Estate agreed to form the Joint Venture A for the acquisition of the land use

rights of the Chengyi Land, in which Yi Yue and Wuhan Real Estate shall own

51% and 49% equity interests in the Joint Venture A, respectively; and

(b) Yi Yue, Zhaoyuelong and Wuhan Real Estate entered into the Cooperation

Agreement B, pursuant to which, among other things, Yi Yue and Wuhan Real

Estate agreed to form the Joint Venture B for the acquisition of the land use

rights of the Xingjin Land, in which Yi Yue and Wuhan Real Estate shall own

49% and 51% equity interests in the Joint Venture B, respectively.

THE COOPERATION AGREEMENT A

Date

4 July 2018

Parties

(a) Yi Yue, an indirect wholly-owned subsidiary of the Company

(b) Zhaoqilong, an indirect wholly-owned subsidiary of the Company

(c) Wuhan Real Estate

Save as to that Wuhan Real Estate owned 70.26% equity interests in Wuhan Chengkai

Real Estate Development Company Limited, which owned 51% equity interests of

Wuhan Zhaoyuecheng Real Estate Development Company Limited, an associate of

the Company, to the best of the Directors’ knowledge, information and belief, having

made all reasonable enquiries, Wuhan Real Estate and its ultimate beneficial

owner(s) are third parties independent of and not connected with the Company and

its connected person(s).
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Setting up and capital contribution of the Joint Venture A

Within 15 business days upon signing of the Cooperation Agreement A, Yi Yue shall

be responsible for setting up the Joint Venture A. Upon the establishment of the Joint

Venture A, the initial registered capital of the Joint Venture A shall be

RMB2,300,000,000. Yi Yue and Wuhan Real Estate shall contribute

RMB1,173,000,000 and RMB1,127,000,000, respectively, according to their

respective proportion in the equity interests of the Joint Venture A. The registered

capital of the Joint Venture A shall be used as fund to be provided by the Joint

Venture A to Zhaoqilong for its repayment of the shareholder’s loan previously

advanced by Yi Yue for the acquisition of the Chengyi Land by Zhaoqilong.

Acquisition of Zhaoqilong by the Joint Venture A

Upon the establishment of the Joint Venture A and Yi Yue obtaining relevant

regulatory approval regarding the transfer of the entire equity interests of

Zhaoqilong, Yi Yue shall transfer 100% equity interests in Zhaoqilong to the Joint

Venture A at the consideration which will be determined with reference to the

valuation to be conducted by an independent third party valuer to be engaged by the

consent of the parties.

Shareholders’ loan to the Joint Venture A by Wuhan Real Estate

In addition to the capital contribution, Wuhan Real Estate shall provide shareholder’s

loan to the Joint Venture A in accordance with the proportion of its equity interests

in the Joint Venture A. Such shareholder’s loan will be used as the capital

contribution to Zhaoqilong by the Joint Venture A and fund to be provided to

Zhaoqilong by the Joint Venture A for its repayment of the shareholder’s loan

previously advanced by Yi Yue to Zhaoqilong for the acquisition of the Chengyi

Land.

The parties to the Cooperation Agreement A agreed that the subsequent development

of the Joint Venture A and/or Zhaoqilong should be preferentially self-financed.

The amount of capital commitment payable by Yi Yue in the total sum of

approximately RMB1,219,920,000 (51% of the total consideration of the Chengyi

Land) was determined after arm’s length negotiation among the parties to the

Cooperation Agreement A with reference to the consideration of the Chengyi Land.

Capital commitment payable by Yi Yue will be funded by borrowing from the

controlling shareholder of the Company.
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Board composition

Each of the board of directors of the Joint Venture A and Zhaoqilong will be

comprised of five directors, three of whom will be appointed by Yi Yue and two of

whom will be appointed by Wuhan Real Estate, respectively.

Supervisor

The Joint Venture A will not maintain a board of supervisors but instead will have two

supervisors, each of whom will be appointed by Yi Yue and Wuhan Real Estate

respectively. Zhaoqilong will not maintain a board of supervisors but instead will

have two supervisors, each of whom will be appointed by Yi Yue and Wuhan Real

Estate respectively.

Shareholders’ voting mechanism

At each of the shareholders’ meetings of the Joint Venture A and Zhaoqilong, specific

matters under situation as described in the Cooperation Agreement A must be passed

by 100% of the votes cast by the shareholders of the Joint Venture A and Zhaoqilong,

respectively.

Condition precedent

The Cooperation Agreement A will be conditional upon the parties to the Cooperation

Agreement A obtaining relevant approval from the relevant authorities.

THE COOPERATION AGREEMENT B

Date

4 July 2018

Parties

(a) Yi Yue, an indirect wholly-owned subsidiary of the Company

(b) Zhaoyuelong, an indirect wholly-owned subsidiary of the Company

(c) Wuhan Real Estate
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Setting up and capital contribution of the Joint Venture B

Within 15 business days upon signing of the Cooperation Agreement B, Yi Yue shall

be responsible for setting up the Joint Venture B. Upon the establishment of the Joint

Venture B, the initial registered capital of the Joint Venture B shall be

RMB10,000,000. Wuhan Real Estate and Yi Yue shall contribute RMB4,900,000 and

RMB5,100,000, respectively.

Acquisition of Zhaoyuelong by the Joint Venture B

Upon the establishment of the Joint Venture B and Yi Yue obtaining relevant

regulatory approval regarding the transfer of the entire equity interests of

Zhaoyuelong, Yi Yue shall transfer 100% equity interests in Zhaoyuelong to the Joint

Venture B at the consideration which will be determined with reference to the

valuation to be conducted by an independent third party valuer to be engaged by the

consent of the parties.

Capital increase of the Joint Venture B

Within 10 business days upon the completion of the abovementioned equity transfer

of Zhaoyuelong, the registered capital of the Joint Venture B shall be increased to

RMB500,000,000, where Yi Yue and Wuhan Real Estate agreed to further contribute

RMB239,900,000 and RMB250,100,000, respectively. Upon completion of the

capital increase, Yi Yue and Wuhan Real Estate shall own 49% and 51% equity

interests of the Joint Venture B, respectively. The registered capital of the Joint

Venture B shall be used as fund to be provided by the Joint Venture B to Zhaoyuelong

for its repayment of the shareholder’s loan previously advanced by Yi Yue for the

acquisition of the Xingjin Land by Zhaoyuelong.

Shareholders’ loan to the Joint Venture B by Wuhan Real Estate

In addition to the capital contribution, Wuhan Real Estate shall provide shareholder’s

loan to the Joint Venture B in accordance with the proportion of its equity interests

in the Joint Venture B. Such shareholder’s loan will be used as the capital

contribution to Zhaoyuelong by the Joint Venture B and fund to be provided to

Zhaoyuelong by the Joint Venture B for its repayment of the shareholder’s loan

previously advanced by Yi Yue to Zhaoyuelong for the acquisition of the Xingjin

Land.
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The parties to the Cooperation Agreement B agreed that the subsequent development

of the Joint Venture B and/or Zhaoyuelong should be preferentially self-financed.

The amount of capital commitment payable by Yi Yue in the total sum of

approximately RMB843,780,000 (49% of the total consideration of the Xingjin Land)

was determined after arm’s length negotiation among the parties to the Cooperation

Agreement B with reference to the consideration of the Xingjin Land. Capital

commitment payable by Yi Yue will be funded by borrowing from the controlling

shareholder of the Company.

Board composition

Upon completion of capital increase of the Joint Venture B, each of the board of

directors of the Joint Venture B and Zhaoyuelong will be comprised of five directors,

two of whom will be appointed by Yi Yue and three of whom will be appointed by

Wuhan Real Estate, respectively.

Supervisor

The Joint Venture B will not maintain a board of supervisors but instead will have

two supervisors, each of whom will be appointed by Yi Yue and Wuhan Real Estate

respectively. Zhaoyuelong will not maintain a board of supervisors but instead will

have two supervisors, each of whom will be appointed by Yi Yue and Wuhan Real

Estate respectively.

Shareholders’ voting mechanism

At each of the shareholders’ meetings of the Joint Venture B and Zhaoyuelong,

specific matters under situation as described in the Cooperation Agreement B must

be passed by 100% of the votes cast by the shareholders of the Joint Venture B and

Zhaoyuelong, respectively.
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Condition precedent

The Cooperation Agreement B will be conditional upon the parties to the Cooperation

Agreement B obtaining relevant approval from the relevant authorities.

COMPLETION

Upon completion of the transactions contemplated under the Cooperation

Agreements, Yi Yue will hold 51% equity interests in the Joint Venture A and 49%

equity interests in the Joint Venture B. The Joint Venture A will become an indirect

subsidiary of the Company and its financial results will be consolidated into the

consolidated financial statements of the Company. The Joint Venture B and

Zhaoyuelong will become associates of the Company and its respective financial

results will not be consolidated into the consolidated financial statements of the

Company.

SHAREHOLDING STRUCTURES BEFORE AND AFTER THE
TRANSACTIONS CONTEMPLATED UNDER THE COOPERATION
AGREEMENTS

The shareholding structures of Zhaoqilong, Zhaoyuelong, the Joint Venture A and the

Joint Venture B (i) before the completion of the transactions contemplated under the

Cooperation Agreements; and (ii) immediately after the completion of the

transactions contemplated under the Cooperation Agreements are as follows:-

Before the completion of the transactions contemplated under the Cooperation

Agreements:

100%

Yi Yue

Zhaoqilong

100%

Yi Yue

Zhaoyuelong
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Immediately after the completion of the transactions contemplated under the

Cooperation Agreements:

51% 49%

100%

Yi Yue

Joint Venture A

Wuhan Real Estate

Zhaoqilong

49% 51%

100%

Yi Yue

Joint Venture B

Wuhan Real Estate

Zhaoyuelong

INFORMATION RELATING TO THE CHENGYI LAND

The Chengyi Land is located at Jimei New City* (集美新城), Jimei District, Xiamen,

Fujian Province, the PRC (Land Plot no.2018JP01), which is situated at the northeast

side of the intersection of planned Chengyi Road West (誠毅西路) and planned

Chengyi Road North (誠毅北路), with a total site area of approximately 30,534.5

sq.m.. Please refer to the announcement of the Company dated 25 April 2018 for the

further information relating to the Chengyi Land.

INFORMATION RELATING TO THE XINGJIN LAND

The Xingjin Land is located at Jimei New City* (集美新城), Jimei District, Xiamen,

Fujian Province, the PRC (Land Plot no.2017JP03), which is situated at the northeast

side of the intersection of Xingjin Road (杏錦路) and Haixiang Avenue (海翔大道),

with a total site area of approximately 20,176 sq.m.. Please refer to the announcement

of the Company dated 15 September 2017 and the circular of the Company dated 8

November 2017 for the further information relating to the Xingjin Land.
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INFORMATION ABOUT THE PARTIES TO THE COOPERATION
AGREEMENTS

Yi Yue is a company established with limited liability in the PRC and is an indirect
wholly-owned subsidiary of the Company. Yi Yue is principally engaged in the
property investment and development business.

Zhaoqilong is a company established with limited liability in the PRC and is an
indirect wholly-owned subsidiary of the Company. Zhaoqilong is principally engaged
in property development and operation and property management.

Zhaoyuelong is a company established with limited liability in the PRC and is an
indirect wholly-owned subsidiary of the Company. Zhaoyuelong is principally
engaged in property development and operation and property management.

Wuhan Real Estate is a company established with limited liability in the PRC and is
principally engaged in property development, sales of commodity housing, property
management and property lease.

REASONS FOR AND BENEFITS OF THE TRANSACTIONS CONTEMPLATED
UNDER THE COOPERATION AGREEMENTS

The Group is principally engaged in the business of property development, real estate
industry chain investment services and investment in emerging industries in the PRC.

The Directors are of the view that: (i) each of the Chengyi Land and the Xingjin Land
is of scarce land parcel at advantageous location with promising development
potential; (ii) participating in development of these lands is conductive to the
expansion of the Company’s property development business as well as the
improvement in business and asset structures; and (iii) introducing Wuhan Real
Estate as a cooperation partner is beneficial for both parties to integrate their
respective resources, forming a business model with complementary strengths, so as
to further promote each party’s brand recognition and influence in the real estate
industry. The Directors are of the view that transactions contemplated under the
Cooperation Agreements are in the ordinary and usual course of business of the
Company and arrangement contemplated under the Cooperation Agreements are on
normal commercial terms, fair and reasonable and in the interests of the Company
and the Shareholders as a whole.

LISTING RULES IMPLICATIONS

As one or more of the applicable percentage ratios in respect of the transactions
contemplated under the Cooperation Agreements are more than 25% but less than
100%, the transactions contemplated under the Cooperation Agreements constitute
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major transactions for the Company under Chapter 14 of the Listing Rules and are
subject to reporting, announcement, circular and shareholders’ approval requirement.
To the best of the Directors’ knowledge, information and belief, after having made all
reasonable enquiries, no Shareholder is required to abstain from voting if the
Company were to convene a general meeting for approving the transactions
contemplated under the Cooperation Agreements. A written Shareholder’s approval
dated 4 July 2018 has been obtained from Well Land International Limited (which as
at the date of this announcement held 446,336,745 issued Shares of the Company,
representing approximately 60.74% of the issued share capital of the Company) in
respect of the transactions contemplated under the Cooperation Agreements. Such
written approval has been accepted in lieu of holding a general meeting of the
Company for approving the transactions contemplated under the Cooperation
Agreements. Therefore, no general meeting of the Company will be convened for
approving the transactions contemplated under the Cooperation Agreements pursuant
to Rule 14.44 of the Listing Rules.

GENERAL

A circular containing, among other things, details of the transactions contemplated
under the Cooperation Agreements and other information as required under the
Listing Rules is expected to be despatched to the Shareholders on or before 25 July
2018. If additional time is required for preparing the circular, the Company may
apply for a waiver from strict compliance of Rule 14.41(a) of the Listing Rules.

DEFINITIONS

In this announcement, the following expressions have the following meanings:

“Board” the board of Directors

“Chengyi Land” a piece of land located at Jimei New City (集美新城),
Jimei District, Xiamen, Fujian Province, the PRC (Land
Plot no.2018JP01), which is situated at the northeast
side of the intersection of planned Chengyi Road West
(誠毅西路) and planned Chengyi Road North (誠毅北
路), with a total site area of approximately 30,534.5
sq.m.

“Company” C&D International Investment Group Limited (建發國
際投資集團有限公司), a company incorporated in the
Cayman Islands with limited liability and the shares of
which are listed on the Main Board of the Stock
Exchange
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“connected person(s)” has the meaning ascribed to it under the Listing Rules

“controlling
shareholder”

has the meaning ascribed to it under the Listing Rules

“Cooperation
Agreement A”

the cooperation agreement dated 4 July 2018 entered
into among Yi Yue, Zhaoqilong and Wuhan Real Estate
regarding, among other things, the formation of the
Joint Venture A

“Cooperation
Agreement B”

the cooperation agreement dated 4 July 2018 entered
into among Yi Yue, Zhaoyuelong and Wuhan Real Estate
regarding, among other things, the formation of the
Joint Venture B

“Cooperation
Agreements”

means the Cooperation Agreement A and Cooperation
Agreement B

“Directors” the directors of the Company

“Group” the Company and its subsidiaries

“Hong Kong” the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of the
PRC

“Joint Venture A” a joint venture to be established under the laws of the
PRC under the Cooperation Agreement A

“Joint Venture B” a joint venture to be established under the laws of the
PRC under the Cooperation Agreement B

“Listing Rules” the Rules Governing the Listing of Securities on the
Stock Exchange

“PRC” The People’s Republic of China, which for the purpose
of this announcement, excludes Hong Kong, the Macau
Special Administrative Region and Taiwan

“RMB” Renminbi, the lawful currency of the PRC

“Share(s)” the ordinary share(s) of HK$0.1 each of the Company

“Shareholder(s)” holder(s) of the Share(s)

“sq.m.” square meter(s)

“Stock Exchange” The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited
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“Wuhan Real Estate” Wuhan Real Estate Holding Company Limited* (武漢地
產控股有限公司), a company established in the PRC
with limited liability

“Xingjin Land” a piece of land located at Jimei New City* (集美新城),
Jimei District, Xiamen, Fujian Province, the PRC (Land
Plot no.2017JP03), which is situated at the northeast
side of the intersection of Xingjin Road (杏錦路) and
Haixiang Avenue (海翔大道), with a total site area of
approximately 20,176 sq.m.

“Yi Yue” Xiamen Yi Yue Property Company Limited* (廈門益悅
置業有限公司), a company established in the PRC with
limited liability and an indirect wholly-owned
subsidiary of the Company

“Zhaoqilong” Xiamen Zhaoqilong Property Development Company
L i m i t e d * (廈門兆祁隆房地產開發有限公司 ) , a
company established in the PRC with limited liability
and an indirect wholly-owned subsidiary of the
Company

“Zhaoyuelong” Xiamen Zhaoyuelong Property Development Company
Limited* (廈門兆玥瓏房地產開發有限公司), a
company established in the PRC with limited liability
and an indirect wholly-owned subsidiary of the
Company

“%” per cent

For and on behalf of
C&D International Investment Group Limited

Zhuang Yuekai
Chairman and Executive Director

Hong Kong, 4 July 2018

As at the date of this announcement, the executive Directors are Mr. Zhuang Yuekai (Chairman), Mr.

Shi Zhen and Ms. Zhao Chengmin; the non-executive Directors are Ms. Wang Xianrong, Ms. Wu

Xiaomin and Mr. Huang Wenzhou; and the independent non-executive Directors are Mr. Wong Chi Wai,

Mr. Wong Tat Yan, Paul and Mr. Chan Chun Yee.

* For identification purpose only
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